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Introduction:  The current scope of human 

knowledge about the outer planets, specifically Uranus, 

originates from a short-duration flyby by the Voyager 

II spacecraft in January of 1986 and limited terrestrial-

based remote sensed data [1].  This finite set of data 

has revealed tantalizing possibilities about the planet, 

but has done little more than wet the thirst for more 

knowledge. 

Since Voyager II was flown, monumental im-

provements have been made to sensors and instruments 

dramatically increasing science capabilities and reduc-

ing power requirements.  Thus a clear possibility for a 

new mission exists.  Emerging technologies, including 

high energy-density batteries, increased spacecraft au-

tonomy, high-performance electrical propulsion sys-

tems and large solar arrays, bring this concept to the 

realm of practicality. 

This mission will generate significant new scientific 

data and engage a stagnant space community.  It will 

also promote STEM education to a new generation of 

technologists, planetary scientists and space enthusi-

asts.  This type of bold and reach-extending mission 

will also be critical to securing future funding for plan-

etary science missions of all types. 

Projected Scientific Benefits:  Uranus is a peculi-

ar planet with many topics meriting close proximity 

observations. The extreme distances and expenses as-

sociated with previous exploration, the ‘icy giants’ are 

the least explored major planets in the solar system.  

They, however, may offer the greatest potential for 

revealing its history and evolution.  

Understanding the importance for a renewed inves-

tigation of enigmatic gas giants, the National Acade-

mies most recent decadal survey listed the exploration 

of the Uranian system as their third-highest priority 

flagship mission in the most recent Decadal Survey. 

The proposed orbiter would investigate the planet’s 

magnetosphere and internal dynamo, determining the 

relative gas abundance and isotopic ratios of H, C, N 

and O. The proposed orbiter would also record the 

mass distribution of Uranus as well as make detailed 

observation of the many natural satellites. [2] The 

spacecraft proposed herein represents a new technical 

capability to perform the high priority science objec-

tives outlined by the National Academies utilizing the 

long-lived solar electric propulsion and daughter 

spacecraft for radio science experiments (mapping the 

mass distribution) of the planet and some moons.  

Some of the more vexing questions the proposed 

mission can help resolve will be to establish the cause 

of an apparent offset magnetic field at Uranus, as well 

as the origin and variability of the systems unique dy-

namo. Uranus has the highest axial rotation inclination 

of any planet (97.8 degrees off the ecliptic plane). [3]. 

The orbiter will look for evidence as to the cause of 

this inclination, and investigate the associated weather 

phenomena the tilt causes. The mission can help con-

strain the evolution of the Uranian system, including 

fundamental question about the moons, their petrology, 

geology and formation epochs. 

Enabling Technologies:  Large high-performance 

and durable solar electric (SE) arrays, developed for 

the United States Military (e.g., via the Boeing FAST 

program) [a] and the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration’s Mega-ROSA Project [4] will be in-

corporated. 

Solar electric propulsion represents a disruptive 

technology that enables planetary science missions to 

visit destinations at greater distances then can be prac-

tically be achieved, using current technology, without 

the use of nuclear power systems and massive chemical 

propellant reserves. Nuclear power systems present 

logistical and political difficulties.  The former stems 

from a lack of Radioisotope Thermal Electric Genera-

tor (RTG) material, as the United States has virtually 

exhausted its existing supplies [5], and handling re-

quirements.  The latter stems from the public’s uneasi-

ness associated with the use of nuclear materials for 

any purpose. 

SEP is a reliable technology that has more cumula-

tive hours of operation than any other spacecraft pro-

pulsion system ever implemented (over 124,000 hours 

to-date) [6].  Commercial spacecraft and deep space 

exploration programs such as NASA’s Deep Space 

One, and Dawn have utilized these high specific im-

pulse engines to increase payload mass delivered to 

mission objectives. Current concepts for large SEP 

exploration missions are limited to operations near the 

sun, due to the limited performance and size of solar 

arrays that can be deployed from the fairing of existing 

launch systems. 

Uranus, a planet whose average distance to the sun 

is approximately 20 AU, has long been considered at 
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too great of a distance to capture necessary levels of 

solar radiation without a monolithic solar array. At 20 

AU, Uranus receives about 1/400th of the solar flux of 

Earth at 1 AU. To compensate an extremely large solar 

array, larger than the International Space Station’s 84 

kW array [7], will be utilized. An array generating 1 

MW at Sun-Earth distances will be capable of provid-

ing roughly 2,500 W of electrical generation potential 

at the 20 AU Sun-Uranus distance. This power-level, if 

managed carefully, can provide enough energy to per-

form meaningful science in orbit of the planet. Current 

development time horizons estimated by the Boeing 

Corporation, foresee on orbit demonstration 300kW 

arrays by 2020 and the potential to scale up to 1 MW 

by the mid-2020s [6]. 

Electric propulsion technologies are very attractive 

due to their ability to provide spacecraft high ΔV capa-

bilities with relatively low mass requirements. For this 

reason, they are desirable for interplanetary missions 

where mass is at a premium. However, these systems 

place large power generation requirements on the 

spacecraft that are increasingly difficult to support the 

further the spacecraft is from the Sun. The rate at 

which solar flux decreases with distance creates a 

boundary where the mass required to support a solar 

powered spacecraft becomes impractical to launch.  

This boundary currently lies at approximately Jupi-

ter’s distance from the Sun. The Juno spacecraft has 

been the only solar powered craft to operate at this 

distance [8], however, aforementioned emerging solar 

panel technology could eliminate this limitation. Using 

this technology, it is conceivable to accommodate an 

electric propulsion system on a spacecraft operating in 

the outer solar system. This opens the door to creating 

scientific and exploratory missions that can operate in 

this space. 

Mission Operations Plan:  The proposed mission 

will commence with launch and escape from Earth’s 

sphere of influence.  It is anticipated that one or more 

gravity assists will be implemented, determined based 

on the mission’s target date (which cannot be ascer-

tained until the technology matures somewhat further).  

The spacecraft will enter the Uranian system and de-

ploy three small 6U spacecraft to be captured around 

Miranda to perform remote sensing and gravitational 

mapping. The orbiter will conduct sensing of the planet 

itself. 

Mission Data Operations:  The primary spacecraft 

will have two aspects to its data operations.  First, it 

will seek to send its own data (and operational teleme-

try) back to Earth-based controllers.  Second, it will be 

required to relay data and telemetry for the small 

spacecraft.   

Both spacecraft will utilize model-based transmis-

sion reduction (MBTR) [9, 10] which compares data to 

a priori, pre-shared model and limits transmissions to 

the differences between the model and the locally-

sensed data.  However, even with the reductions ena-

bled by this data-reducing scheme, data will signifi-

cantly exceed transmission capabilities.  MBTR, in 

addition to reducing overall transmission needs also is 

able to prioritize data based upon its magnitude of dif-

ference from the expected and its importance in sup-

porting or refuting the mission’s scientific thesis. 

The primary craft will combine the data that it cre-

ates with the data created and transmitted to it by the 

constellation of 6U CubeSats.  The scientific or opera-

tional importance, identified by the MBTR engine, will 

be utilized to prioritize the combination of data. 

Conclusions and Future Work:  The foregoing 

has demonstrated the utility of designing and develop-

ing a spacecraft for an exploration of Uranus based on 

largely commercially-available-today parts and a near-

term-available solar electric propulsion system.  The 

proposed mission concept places a mission to Uranus 

within the realm of possibility, given current limita-

tions on funding agency (e.g., NASA and NSF) budg-

ets and current national priorities. 

Perhaps more importantly, the proposed mission 

expands the reach of humanity and the Untied States to 

the outer planets in a meaningful way (a detailed study 

instead of a time-limited flyby).  Using modern scien-

tific equipment, data transmission and autonomy tech-

niques the mission can provide a significant amount of 

data and aid understanding of the planet.  This mission 

will also have an inspirational impact on U.S. and 

world perception of space exploration and planetary 

science. 
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